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Regulations have their value

Whether you’re flying a plane, building a house 

or running a restaurant, you are constrained by 

government regulations. These regulations are 

informed by best practices to help ensure the 

market can trust your work. At Stiff, our designers 

are guided by the Ontario Human Rights Code, 

the Ontarians with Disabilities Act, and the 

Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act. 

They help us appreciate the full extent of human 

diversity. 

That diversity inspires and challenges us to design 

better. To focus purely on the traditional aesthetics

of design is to ignore crucial aspects of inclusivity 

that drastically improve accessibility for many 

and improve the experience for all—regardless 

of age, gender, ethnicity, religion, disability, sexual 

orientation, education or national origin.

 

Ready to improve your brand 
design for accessibility and 
inclusion?

• 1 Read this article on Designing for Accessibility 

and Inclusion.

• 2 Download Microsoft’s Inclusive Toolkit manual.

• 3 Consider the following five design tips to  
reach a wider audience.

In our previous article Beauty and the Brief,  

we introduced the idea of constraint as a 

positive, urging us to think differently and 

turn restriction into creativity. 

View the article on the Stiff site

http://www.ohrc.on.ca/en/ontario-human-rights-code
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/01o32
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/05a11
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2018/04/designing-accessibility-inclusion/
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2018/04/designing-accessibility-inclusion/
https://download.microsoft.com/download/b/0/d/b0d4bf87-09ce-4417-8f28-d60703d672ed/inclusive_toolkit_manual_final.pdf
https://stiff.ca/beauty-and-the-brief/
https://stiff.ca/beauty-and-the-brief/
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Tip 1: Colour me visible 

Colour isn’t much of a mystery to many of us.  

But colour blindness, or colour vision deficiency 

(CVD), affects an estimated 2.6 million Canadians. 

You can connect with more of this audience by 

reducing your brand’s reliance on colour.  

Work to convey meaning by combining colour with 

text and icons. Create contrast by using patterns 

and textures. Experiment with minimal design 

treatments that favour the use of black and white. 

If you do rely on colour, use high-contrast pairings 

and be considerate about how colours may be 

perceived (see Figure A) but avoid vibrant colours. 

And be sensitive to the fact that the meaning of 

colour shifts depending on one’s culture.

Colour based on colour blindness type

Compare regular vision with the various types 

of CVDs to the right. Never make colour the sole 

differentiator of your information, or your brand.

• 

• 

Learn more about designing for colour blindness.

This web-based tool can help you generate 
high-contrast, accessible colour combinations.

Figure A

Normal vs Full-Colour-Blind

Red-Weak vs Red-Blind

Green-Weak vs Green-Blind

Blue-Weak vs Blue-Blind

https://www.ctvnews.ca/sci-tech/new-glasses-promise-a-solution-to-colour-blindness-1.2669188#:~:text=About%2010%20per%20cent%20of,as%20those%20with%20normal%20vision.
https://usabilla.com/blog/how-to-design-for-color-blindness/
https://www.randoma11y.com/
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Tip 2: Picture policy

You know the old saying: “A picture is worth a 

thousand words.” Well, a picture that your audience 

can’t see or won’t look at has nothing to say. 

ALT-text (described in Figures B and C) is a must to 

ensure people with vision deficiencies can interpret 

your visuals, but we maintain that all images benefit 

from the added context of a clear, concise caption.

Change blindness occurs when a user does not 

notice something entirely or that it has changed 

(think buttons on a website or device). 

Check your website and videos for animations or 

visual effects for motion that could cause dizziness 

or vertigo. Avoid animations such as GIFs that 

distract by constantly moving, blinking, or auto-

updating. (This isn’t to say that motion or pictures 

have no value; in fact, they can greatly improve 

decision-making and awareness of features as 

visible in Figure C.)

• Read more on designing for motion sensitivity

and change blindness.

If the graphic is simple or a photograph, include a 
brief description that conveys its intended meaning. 

If the graphic contains text, include it in the ALT-
text. If the graphic is complex (like a graph or org 
chart), that data must be displayed elsewhere also. 

Figure C

Button idle Button active

Animation: High change blindness chance

Button idle Button active →

Animation: Low change blindness chance

Figure B

https://alistapart.com/article/designing-safer-web-animation-for-motion-sensitivity/
https://alistapart.com/article/designing-safer-web-animation-for-motion-sensitivity/
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Tip 3: Practice material honesty

Material honesty in web design means ensuring 

that one element doesn’t appear or act like another. 

Consider when buttons and links feature similar 

design and are placed together. The risk is that 

users may be taken where they had no intention  

or interest in going. At best, it leads to confusion.  

At worst, the user may feel intentionally misled. 

Use descriptive links and buttons to help the user 

understand the implication of each choice  

(as seen in Figure D). 

Be conscious of the relative spacing between 

elements, since the closer two items are, the more 

likely they will be associated with one another.  

Make sure your design uses consistent elements 

and a simple structure to express different content 

(Figure E). This will help users begin to recognize 

element types such as sections, headings  

and sidebars. 

• This Smashing Magazine article offers
good guidance. 

Figure D

Click here

Non-descriptive links are unclear

Submit billing information →

Descriptive links are clear in the user's mind

Figure E

A

Primary heading

Paragraph text. Andant nosandae 

experro mod ut alique evel maion 

rerenisquis earcius cidem. 

Primary heading

Button link

C

Paragraph text. Andant nosandae 

experro mod ut alique evel maion 

rerenisquis earcius cidem. 

In the above, it is unclear if section B belongs to another 
section because of its proximity to surrounding elements.  

It also makes use of an incorrect heading style, leading 
users to further perceive it as sub-content to Section A.

B

https:/www.smashingmagazine.com/2018/04/designing-accessibility-inclusion
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Tip 4: Stylize at your own risk

Many users—particularly those with dyslexia—find 

decorative, italicized or spaced font styles difficult 

to read (see Figure F). Aim to maximize font size and 

avoid using italicized and underlined text outside of 

their intended uses. Use all-uppercase text only if 

your intention is to yell. 

Remember that readers scan content horizontally 

and vertically. Lines of text that are too close 

together inhibit some users’ ability to discern  

the horizontal and cause others to reread lines.  

We recommend spacing lines at roughly  

1.5X-2X the size of the font. 

• Check out this article on line height and
font-size responsiveness.

Figure F

Decorative Styles

Italicized Styles

T r a c k i n g  S t y l e s

Tight Tracking Styles

Figure G

Too tight (less than 1X). Odia doluptat fuga. Entia doles 
evel isquis eatet et omnime repe lamus dionem nonsequo 
sum ex et am eaquide nectus, consequam reperum 
harum velenit, ut a ate expere, quia volor dolorum 
faceribus, toria volorum id quodio adis et  
ullamet voluptatus doluptum ut vel in eos qui.

Ideal (1.5X-2X). Odia doluptat fuga. Entia doles evel isquis 

eatet et omnime repe lamus dionem nonse quo sum ex et 

am eaquide nectus, consequam reperum harum velenit, 

ut a ate expere, quia volor alitat dolorum faceribus, toria 

volorum id quodio. Adis et ullamet voluptatus doluptum 

ut vel in pliquibus eos lorem.

Too much (Over 2X). Odia doluptat fuga. Entia doles evel 

isquis eatet et omnime repe lamus dionem nonsequo 

sum ex et am eaquide nectus, consequam reperum 

harum velenit, ut a ate expere, quia volor alitat dolorum 

faceribus, toria volorum id quodio. Adis et ullamet 

voluptatus doluptum ut vel in pliquibus eos. 

https:/www.smashingmagazine.com/2014/09/balancing-line-length-font-size-responsive-web-design
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Tip 5: Tell it to me straight

Readability is determined in part by sentence 

and paragraph length, and the complexity of your 

language. People with cognitive disabilities, or who 

lack fluency in the language, need the clarity that 

comes from simplicity. At Stiff, we often turn to the 

Hemingway app to simplify sentence structure  

and tease out clearer copy.

What is true for sentences is just as true for 

paragraphs. Be direct. Aim to convey a single idea 

with each and thereby boost comprehension.  

Try not to stray too far from sentence lengths of  

45 to 75 characters.

Long stretches of copy can appear overwhelming. 

You’ll help various learning styles by breaking up 

text through the use headers, images and lists  

(see figure H). Besides, a mix of media elements 

is usually more visually appealing to everyone—

especially the majority of users who skim to get 

a sense for the content.

• The article mentioned in Tip 4 offers
more guidance.

Figure H

A

B

The layout in section A is visually overwhelming and 
expects the reader to fully read it, while Section B 

leverages a structure that is easier to digest at a glance. 

http://www.hemingwayapp.com/
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2014/09/balancing-line-length-font-size-responsive-web-design/

